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1. Bertie
Glow Lighting @ 100% Design

2. Buzzijet
Buzzispace @ [d]arc room

3. Riddle
Bert Frank @ [d]arc room

The Bertie pendant light is the perfect size for
hanging above a kitchen island. Teamed with
high quality British components to produce
a truly unique pendant light, the Bertie
collection comes in a large array of colours,
which enables customers to tailor make their
Bertie to their own taste.
www.glowlighting.co.uk

BuzziJet is a simple pendant light for superior
acoustics, designed with happy, healthy
workspaces in mind. The aerodynamic
design offers sound-absorbing capabilities,
delivering acoustic comfort paired with a
powerful light output. With a wide range of
upholstery fabrics available, it is available in
two models and can be customised.
www.buzzi.space

The Riddle chandelier is a versatile and
stunning collection of pendants. It produces
a beguiling light effect created from not only
each individual light source but the effect
each one has on the neighbouring shade.
The highly-engineered perforated brass
shades with a fabric insert, casts a soft,
warm light.
bertfrank.co.uk

4. Walter
Original BTC @ [d]arc room

5. I-MADE Exhibition
Icone Luce @ Saatchi Gallery

6. The Flame
Embassy Interiors @ 100% Design

Original BTC’s collections on show at
[d]arc room explore the dramatic combination
of handblown anthracite glass and brass;
weathered and polished. Each displayed
collection – Walter, Globe and Pillar –
showcase the versatility of this signature
finish, united also by their commitment to
detail, quality and British manufacturing.
www.originalbtc.com

Icone Luce will take part in the I-MADE
exhibition at the Saatchi Gallery, co-ordinated
by architect Giulio Cappellini. Some of its
most iconic products - Canaletto, Luà, Gru,
Tecla - will be realised in different finishes
to perfectly blend with the architectural
context of the Gallery and the entrance will be
enlighted by the Arbor floor lamps.
www.iconeluce.com

The Flame makes full use of mouthblown
glass - slight differences in its thickness
gives the lamp a depth and sculptured feel.
Art Deco in its origins but suited to a variety
of interiors, the Flame is completed with a
pressed metal top, which is hand finished in
chrome or brass.
embassyinteriors.com

